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Abstract
The goal of master’s thesis was to demonstrate and benchmark peformance of Mantle
and Vulkan APIs with different optimization methods. This thesis proposes a rendering
toolkit with optimization methods based on parallel command buffer generating, persistent
staging buffers mapping, minimal pipeline configuration and descriptor sets changing, device
memory pre-allocating with managing and sharing between multiple resources. The result
is reference implementation that could render dynamic scene with thousands of objects in
real time.
Abstrakt
Cílem diplomové práce bylo demonstrovat vlastnosti a změřit výkonost při různých úrovních
optimalizace v grafických API Mantle a Vulkan. Navrhuje vykreslovací nástroj s optimal-
izacemi založenými na paralelním generování command bufferů, kopírování dat na GPU
pomocí perzistentně mapovaných staging bufferů, efektivních změn konfigurace vykreslo-
vacího řetězce a descriptor setů, alokaci paměti GPU z předalokovaných stránek se sdílením
regionů mezi více zdroji. Výsledkem práce je referenční implementace, která dokáže vykres-
lit tisíce samostatných objektů v reálném čase.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Main goal of the master’s thesis was experimenting and benchmarking the API Vulkan. The
Vulkan is one of the next-generation API, that was designed to work efficiently with the
modern CPU and GPU architectures, and increases an application rendering performance.
On the other hand, it brings much more responsibilities to application developers, but
they can much better trace and optimize their applications. Vulkan API was officially
released at 16 February 2016, therefore I made a prototype with the Mantle API. I made
a benchmarking application based on the Vulkan rendering toolkit, that implements set of
essential optimization methods. These methods are specific for the next-generation APIs
they are based on their features.
Chapter 2 of this thesis makes an overview of the next-generation APIs design and
features. Section 2.3 describes usage of the Mantle API, its structure, important objects,
and workflow. Section 2.4 describes differences between Vulkan and Mantle API. Chapters 3
and 4 describe a DTEngine design and the AMDMantle toolkit prototype design differences.
In Chapter 5 is described the GREngine implementation details, and the results of the
benchmarking application, which compares gains of different optimization methods.
2
Chapter 2
Next-generation APIs
This chapter descries the core features of the next-generation graphics API family and
summaries the Mantle API features and the Vulkan differences. The goal of this chapter
is show to the differences between the prior-generation and the next-generation APIs, and
also to make an overview of the Mantle and the Vulkan API.
2.1 Motivation
Graphics hardware evolution that led from fixed graphics pipeline to GPGPU enforced API
changes that introduced the programmable pipeline blocks and compute pipeline. Pieces
of prior-generation APIs design still dated from 90’s and the new changes did drivers com-
plicated and slow, because the prior-generation APIs are not explicit. Changes in CPU
architecture that brought multi-core units are not fully incorporated into the APIs. Multi-
GPU support is not explicit too. This is a place for the next-generation APIs.
2.2 General Features
The next-generation graphics APIs are completely redesigned, so they are not backwards
compatible with the prior-generation APIs. Among them are Metal, Mantle, Vulkan, par-
tially DirectX 11 and DirectX 12. Most of these APIs have the similar structure and the
design philosophy as you can see in Table 2.1. Just the Metal API has the prior-generation
like resource binding model. It makes the Metal less effective then the other ones, but usage
of Metal is more straightforward and easier.
Most of the existing next-generation APIs have an issue with portability. They are
platform or vendor dependent. For example Direct3D 12 works only on the Windows 10
or Xbox OS, the Metal on the iOS 8 or OSX 10.11 and the Mantle on the Windows with
the AMD GPUs. Just the Vulkan API is cross-platform and cross-vendor supported API,
because works on the Windows, Linux, Android and many GPU vendors support it.
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On the other hand, is not expected that the Vulkan API will replace the OpenGL in
all sectors of the industry. Therefore certain subset of the features from the Vulkan was
implemented into OpenGL and now it is available by extensions, as are described in an
articles about a zero driver overhead [1], or in OpenGL like Vulkan [2] article. The aim of
the next generation API is reducing CPU overhead and increasing GPU utilization. In the
cases where is the GPU processing a bottleneck, the next-generation APIs have not many
advantages.
2.2.1 Multithreaded Design
The design of the prior-generation APIs is context or state oriented. It is based on the
approach to switch some minimal set of settings during the rendering process. These
requirements became invalid, because rendering engines need to draw many objects with
different pipeline settings and in multiple phases. The rendering engines also combines
computing and rendering tasks with shared buffers or textures, where the driver needs to
resolve data and execution dependencies. They need to minimize the pipeline state changes
and overall the API calls, because they cause a significant CPU overhead. The context
based design has another important problem. It is not possible to work with the prior-
generation APIs when using multiple threads. Although modern CPUs have multiple cores,
which can not be used for rendering, but GPUs need enough work for optimal scheduling
and execution.
This problem is solved by the API design. The next-generation API methods operate
only with objects passed by parameters and they do not change any global state. The API
objects are immutable or internally synchronized in most cases. In some exactly defined
cases, external synchronization is required.
2.2.2 Explicit Operations
In the prior-generation APIs command dispatch driver implementation. The command
implementation could behave differently on different hardware or even with a different
version of the driver or the application context. In this case is impossible to debug or find
out what the driver really is doing, because the API calls are not explicit and they are doing
many operations. For example, if the application modifies an texture, the driver probably
makes an internal copy of the texture to avoid potential hazards. The copy operation is
hidden and it can cause problems due to no free space in the GPU memory or could increase
draw time, for example. If the application updates or uploads the data into the buffer, it is
not guaranteed to be uploaded immediately. The driver will try to batch these operation.
The draw call operations are also batched into an internal command buffer which can be
submitted at some point [8].
The memory management and state tracking are another driver black boxes in the prior-
generation APIs. The application does not have a direct control on the GPU memory. It
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can not create a buffer on the targeted GPU heap, it can not also control a data transfer
process between the different memory regions, it can not preallocate memory pool for the
different resources on the different heaps. It ss difficult to track the memory state across
the rendering process. It means then the GPU memory can be mapped into the CPU
visible memory region and be updated or cleared without performance issues. All of these
issues are under the hood of driver implementation, how is described in an article about
the Imagination Technologies driver implementation [8].
The next-generation API is explicit. The application is responsible for the device man-
agement, command buffer building, queue submitting, pipeline modules and the render pass
creating, rendering and target image swap, etc. The memory allocation process and the
buffers or the image binding into memory block is also the application duty. The application
has to choose a targeted heap by the performance characteristics and properties. The ap-
plication has to resolve command dependencies and data hazards via barriers and manages
data transfer process from the host video memory into the GPU device local memory.
2.2.3 Validation and Error Checking
The next-generation API has an important characteristic: no call arguments and state
validation check. It reduces the CPU overhead, but it requires to use the API strictly by the
specification. It makes the application development difficult. In the next-generation APIs
this problem is solved by layer mechanism. The validation and debug layers are used for
development, and then in the release build they are unplugged.
2.2.4 External Shader Compiler
The prior-generation APIs load the shader code in shading language. Meanwhile, the
application runs and compiles them by the internal shader compiler into the shader program.
The approach has many disadvantages. The compilation process result depends on the
driver implementation, so could be different across the vendors and the driver versions. The
developers could not directly check compilation result, such as how the compiler optimize
their code. The application also has to ship the shader code into the shading language, so
could not hide an intellectual property.
In next-generation APIs is common to compile the shading language code by an external
compiler into an intermediate byte code like compiled HLSL, AMDIL, SPRIV, etc. These
formats are used in APIs and compiled by the driver into the device/architecture specific
code like PTX, ISA, or others.
2.2.5 Tile-Based Deferred Rendering and Immediate Mode Renderers
A mobile GPU architecture called Tiled-Base (TBDR) is due to effectivnes different then
a standard Immediate (IMR) model known from a desktop GPUs. Its architecture differ-
ences are ilustrated by Figure 2.1. The TBR architecture devides the render target image
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into tiles and stores pixel/G-buffers output for each tile into the on-chip memory blocks.
This approach reduces the memory bandwith in depth test operations and in output pixel
blending operations. The blocks have to flush the rendered results into the global mem-
ory target, when the render phase finishes, that describing Imagination Technologies in [9]
and Microsoft in TBR architecture optimizations [10]. In the next-generation API Vulkan,
which is designed to also fit the mobile TBD architectures, the application could manage
the flush action. It makes the rendering in the tile based architecture more efficient than
in the prior-generation.
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(a) Tile-Based Deferred Rendering pipeline process scheme in PowerVR GPUs.
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Figure 2.1: The pipeline flow differences between the Tile-Base Deferred Rendering (TBDR)
and the Intermediate Model Rendering (IMR). TBDR stores depth or color buffer tiles in
the on-chip memory [9].
2.3 Mantle
Mantle is graphics API written in C language, with an open specification [4] but a closed
implementation without any publicly accessible official tools and support. The API driver
has simpler implementation then the OpenGL. Most of the driver responsibilities are now
the application responsibilities. Wrong API usage could cause an undefined behaviour or
driver crash. Mantle is designed as an extensible and modular API. Advanced or platform
dependent technologies like (EQAA, DMA access, window system integration) are available
by extensions. The general software architecture is shown in Figure 2.2 and Mantle class
diagram is in Appendix B.
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The Mantle API introduces another level of modularity. The layers that are part of
the API that be dynamically loaded or unloaded. The difference between an extension
and a layer is that the layer could not introduce or remove API commands, while an
extension could. Layers could be used for debuging and validation purposes. It implements
functionality of the prior-generation APIs such as state and error validation but can be
turned of and then it has no impact on performance.
Application
Kernel Mode
Driver
User mode
Kernel mode
Hardware
ICD Loader Library
Extension calls
Shader
Compilers
Extension Library
Helper Libraries
ICD
Core Runtime
Validation Layer
Window Bindings
Command Buffer
Legend:
Standard software
component
Required Mantle software
component
Optional Mantle software
componentGPU
Figure 2.2: The Mantle software architecture. The application uses ICD loaded to load
function pointers and then comunicates with ICD, that could optinally validate state and
inputs. The application uses an external shader compiler that compiles HLSL shaders into
the AMD Binary IL [4].
2.3.1 API Structure
Mantle is strict and explicit. It has not any global context or default values. The application
has to allocate the resources per device, which allows to use multiple GPUs for different
purposes.
Most of the Mantle function calls have structure described in a pseudocode 1 but differ-
ent cases exist. The function calls have an actor as the first method argument. It is often
the device, command buffer, queue, memory, etc. The functions return an error code and as
the 3rd argument, handle to an internally created object. The main part of a function call
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is options structure. It makes the Mantle API explicit, because all of the struct members
has to be properly filled, otherwise an error occurs.
GR_STRUCTURE options = {};
options.member1 = value;
options.member2 = value;
options.memberN = value;
GR_RESULT result;
GR_UINT handle = GR_NULL_HANDLE;
result = grCall(actor, options, &handle);
if(!result)
....;
Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of the Mantle general call structure. It has almost always
the structure with function parameters, actor like device for example, and result as the
handle reference. The function returns response status code.
2.3.2 API Initialization
The Mantle workflow starts in an API initialization phase. The application has to load
pointers to the Mantle functions from a dynamic linked library. Then, the application
should register the API callbacks. It could be debug callback or optionally a driver memory
allocation callback. The debug callback can print error messages to standard output or log
file, the memory allocation callback can implement own host memory allocation strategy,
or can be used to track the drivers memory allocations.
The API resources are bound to GR_DEVICE . The application obtains the device
handle from a grCreateDevice() function with a GR_DEVICE_CREATE_INFO structure.
The create device call needs a GR_PHYSICAL_GPU handle as an actor. It can be
obtained from a grInitAndEnumerateGpus() function with a GR_APPLICATION_INFO
structure that provides the API version and the application name.
2.3.3 Execution Model
The CPU supplies the GPU by draw, compute, or copy commands recorded in a
GR_COMMAND_BUFFER. The command buffers are independent, so there is not shared
GPU state between them. The commands are executed after the command buffer is inserted
into one of the device queues. Queue submission requires a list of GR_GPU_REFERENCE
to a used GPU memory in the submitted command buffers. The command buffers can be
submitted multiple times. It dramatically reduces the CPU overhead, because frequently
used GPU commands can be pre-generated.
The device could have multiple queue instances of a queue type.
GR_UNIVERSAL_QUEUE type could be used for memory copy, compute or draw
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commands, GR_COMPUTE_QUEUE only for compute tasks, and GR_DMA_QUEUE
for direct memory access commands.
2.3.4 Device Memory and Resources
It is the application responsibility to allocate, manage and track GR_GPU_MEMORY
for resources and the Mantle API objects that require an external memory. The
device memory is allocated on the heap by a grAllocMemory() function with a
GR_MEMORY_ALLOC_INFO structure. The application selects the suitable heaps by
object requirements (locality, accessibility, performance characteristics) to fit best perfor-
mance. The GPU memory must be aligned by heap requirements (page size) and object
requirements. The device memory allocating is time consuming process, so the application
could allocate memory blocks at the startup to different pools by different requirements,
and then manage internal memory allocations from the GPU memory pools. This method
should eliminate the performance drop when the application needs to allocate resources in
the frame rendering phase. It is up to the application to correctly frees the allocated GPU
memory, when it does not need it. The memory block can not be used in any active or
later used command buffer.
The Mantle memory block regions or images are called resources. The application
has to manage resources state to avoid hazards (read after write, write after write and
write after read). If the application wants to write data to the resource, the memory
region must be in a GR_MEMORY_STATE_DATA_TRANSFER state or in the image
variant. If the application wants to bind the resource into a shader, the resource must be
in a GR_MEMORY_STATE_GRAPHICS_SHADER_READ_ONLY state. It defines
memory or texture data arrangement and compression. The state needs to be changed
according to memory/texture usage, because the driver needs to rearrange or decompress
data in some cases. It is allowed to make a transition to the same state to resolve data
dependency hazards.
The Mantle API provides three ways how to transfer data into the GPU: Map the
GPU memory region into the CPU visible address space, copy small amount of data by a
command in the command buffer, or via DMA command. All these approaches require to
have the source and destination memory regions in the proper state even for case to directly
copy data between the different GPU memory regions. Mantle does not provide functions
which directly copy data into images, therefore it requires to copy the data via a staging
memory which describes chapter 2.5.4.
To achieve optimal performance, it is recommended to use images in an optimal tiling
layout. The image data layout defines texel organization in image memory. The optimal
tiling layout is GPU specific, therefore the linear tiled images have to be transferred into
the optimal tiled images via a GPU image copy command.
In the Mantle API exist advanced methods like pinned memory, that on some platforms
allows direct access by the GPU into the system memory allocated pages, and prevent them
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to be swapped out. It could be an alternative for the CPU mapable objects, but it could
cause performance issues. Virtual memory is another supported technique, which allows
managing huge memory objects by swapped unused pages.
Th GPU resources could be bound to the shaders by a GR_DESCRIPTOR_SET in-
stance. It is a list of resources views set and associated shaders binding points or a pointer
to the hierarchical descriptor set. Its usage is illustrated by Figure 2.3. The resource view
is a structure that holds parts of the resource like sub-memory range, or mipmap level,
image array boundaries, etc. The descriptor set structure switches the shaders bounded
resources in the render commands in the command buffer instance. If objects shares same
pipeline configuration, then the application could bind a pipeline state object once, and it
could changes the descriptor set binding, that switches the data source for the shaders.
Image view pointer
Memory view pointer
Unused slot
Descriptor set pointer
Descriptor set pointer
Image view pointer
...
...
...
Image view
Memory view
Unused slot
Memory view pointer Memory view
Image view
Descriptor set
object
...
Descriptor set
object
State
bind
point
Figure 2.3: The mantle descriptor set, shows memory/image view binding into the descrip-
tor slots and shader inputs binding point, defined as descriptor slot offset [4].
2.3.5 Pipeline, Shaders and State Objects
Missing the global API state leads to setting up the pipeline settings differently. In the
Mantle API exists two groups of a pipeline settings: persistent and dynamic. The persis-
tent settings are baked into GR_PIPELINE and they can not be changed after the pipeline
object had been created. The static pipeline keeps the shader codes, their binding point
definitions, the dynamic memory view and a part of the settings for fixed functions blocks.
The dynamic state objects (GR_*_STATE_OBJECT ) are groups of configuration struc-
tures for each fixed function block of the pipeline. The state objects are a subset of the
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pipeline stage settings which can be changed without creating a new pipeline object. The
Mantle API has different pipeline objects for the graphics and the compute part.
The Mantle driver loads the shader code in the AMD binary intermediate language [11].
It supports a subset of HLSL shader language 5.0. The driver compiles the IL shader code
into ISA a (device specific code) and links them into the pipeline configuration, when the
pipeline object is being created.
The constructed pipeline object could be serialized and de-serialized into/from binary
a format and saved into a file. This approach could be faster for large shader programs,
because the shader compilation and the pipeline construction is time consuming. The
serialized pipeline objects should not be shared between devices, because they are composed
from the ISA shader codes.
2.3.6 Rendering Process
In the Mantle API is available direct/indirect rendering in indexed/unindexed and instanced
version. The rendering process starts with a command buffer that binds render targets, the
pipeline and the state object configuration, optional index data memory, and the application
calls variation of a grCmdDraw() function with indexes/vertices count, offset and instances
count. The render targets could be an array of color textures and a depth-stencil texture.
The rendering pipeline configuration is shown in Figure 2.4. The baked command buffer is
inserted into the universal command queue. The Mantle API provides a query mechanism
by GR_QUERY_POOL to get the count of rendered fragments or processed elements at
different stages in the pipeline. It is recommended to pin a query pool memory when the
pool is used frequently, because it could save time of map/unmap operations.
The application is responsible for presenting the rendered image into a surface. The API
module for presentation is called a WSI (window system interface) and it implements the
operating system specific behaviour. The render targets for presentation must be allocate
by the WSI module, and must match their requirements. The application has to manage
triple buffering by the multiple WSI textures, where the application has to rebuild the
rendering commands, or the application could render into a separated render target and
then copy the image data into the WSI image. The application could also render the scene
into the virtual textures, that swaps. The WSI module supports two presentation targets,
window and full screen. The window target is easy to use but limited. The full screen
rendering requires to manage the full screen ownership and the vertical synchronization
but it allows to manage their gamma correction function or render onto multiple displays.
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Figure 2.4: The Mantle graphics pipeline configuration schema. The pipeline blocks have
fixed binding points and the dynamic views bound by the descriptor set. The application
has to set the render targets such as color/depth images. Each pipeline block is configured
by immutable pipeline configuration and by dynamic states [4].
2.3.7 Compute
A compute operation is started by submitting command buffer with bound the compute
pipeline configuuration and recorded grCmdDispatch(). These command buffers could be
submitted into the universal or compute queue. The dispatch function obtains the group
count, and the thread count is defined in the compute shader.
2.3.8 Synchronization
CPU and GPU synchronization can by implemented by GR_EVENT or GR_FENCE .
CPU could check the execution status or wait until the bundle of together submitted com-
mands finishes by the fence. If the application requires more fine-grained synchronization
on a particular command, then could use event mechanism. The event is inserted into the
command buffer and then the CPU could check the event state.
If the application requires to keep execution dependency between commands submit-
ted to multiple queues on same device, it has to use the GR_QUEUE_SEMAPHORE
synchronization mechanism. Multiple queue synchronization is shown in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: Mantle multiple queue synchronization mechanism. Parallel running operations
in the different queues could be synchronized by semaphores. The application inserts signal
and wait events into queue processing [4].
2.4 Vulkan
Vulkan is a successor of the Mantle API, that is described in detail in Section 2.3. It shares
many of the base concepts, but some are a litle bit different. I would like to focus on these
differences, in these section, that is based on Vulkan documentation [6].
The Vulkan is API developed by the Khronos Group Inc. It is also API written in C
language and has a similar function call structure as the Mantle. Each Vulkan object info
structure has a structure type information defined as VkStructureType, and it contains a
pointer to next structure block, which ensures forward compatibility. Vulkan does not use
global driver memory allocation callbacks, but the application could specify a different one
for each allocation call. Vulkan contains also an extensions and layers mechanism, but the
layers could be used for more features then debugging. Layers are loaded for a VkInstance
and VkDevice by Vulkan loader. Each API call is propagated through the loaded layers into
an ICD (installable client driver) implementation. This mechanism is shown in Figure 2.6.
The extensions and layers have naming conventions, containing author and extension name.
For example VK_KHR_swapchain is swapchain extension from the Khronos Group.
vkCreateInstance
Loader LayerB Loader
ICD A
ICD B
vkC..I.. vkC..I..
vkC..I..
vkC..I..
vkC..I..
trampoline
code
LayerAApp
vkC..I..
terminator
code
Figure 2.6: Vulkan layers workflow. Each API call is followed by loaded layers into ICD [12].
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2.4.1 Core Objects
Core objects like VkPhysicalDevice/VkDevice, VkQueue, VkCommandBuffer , VkImage,
VkImage, VkDeviceMemory have similar usage as in Mantle. In Vulkan is allowed to
execute a secondary VkCommandBuffer from the primary one. The Vulkan introduces Vk-
Buffer object, so it does not use the raw memory view as the shader data source, but wraps
it into the buffer object, which is bound to the shader input via buffer view. The device
memory heaps are ordered by performance and they are identified by memory types. The
application allocates the GPU memory by memory type, and the Vulkan driver chooses the
best heap. The resource memory bind scheme is shown in Figure 2.7. The device queue
has not strict type like in the Mantle API, but the device has a set of queue families and
each device queue belongs to one queue family. The queue family type has to be specified
in the create info structure of buffers, images, command buffers, and it determines which
queue can access this object. If multiple queue types are specified, it could lead to lower
performance. The core objects usage and dependencies is shown in Figure 2.8.
The Vulkan API VkCommandBuffers and VkDescriptorSets are allocated from VkCom-
mandPool and VkDescriptorPool. These pools recycle the command buffers and descriptor
sets. The VkDescriptorPool is created with the maximum descriptor sets which may be
allocated, and with pool sizes. The pool sizes specifies items count for each descriptor type
(sampler, uniform buffer, texture, etc).
Memory Allocation type A
Heap supporting B ﬂags 2Heap supporting type A,B and ﬂags 1
Allocation type B ...
Buﬀer Image
Vertex Uniform ImgView ImgView
Query resource about size, alignment & type requirements
Assign memory subregion to resource
Allocate memory from heap
Bind buﬀer sub-range
with oﬀset & size
Create view for sub-resource usage (array
slice, mipmap...)
...
Figure 2.7: The Vulkan Buffer/Image allocation and bind scheme. It describes the GPU
memory allocation process and resrouces memory binding [13].
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Figure 2.8: The Vulkan core objects structure and dependencies. The pripary command
buffer is used as a render pass wrapper, and it executes the secondary command buffer.
The secondary command buffer binds the pipeline, descriptor set, dynamic states and the
input vertex/index buffer. The buffers and descriptor sets are allocated from pools, and the
Vulkan resources are bound to the memory regions, allocated from the suitable heap [14].
2.4.2 Render Passes
The new objects in Vulkan are VkRenderPass and attached VkFramebuffer . The render
pass is an oriented graph of a sub-passes, their dependency and input/output/pass-through
attachments. The render pass defines also attachments operations, that are executed in
the sub-pass transaction. This information is used by the driver to resolve attachment
data dependencies via an implicit memory barriers and in the TBDR architectures to flush
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rendered results from tiles into framebuffers [15]. The framebuffer is a collection of image
views, called render targets. These image views are used as attachments in the render
passes. The framebuffer is attached into the command buffer at start of the render pass.
2.4.3 Pipeline and Shaders
The application has to more precisely define the layout of pipeline binding slots via a
VkPipelineLayout. The pipeline layout is a combination of vkDescriptorSetLayouts and
VkPushConstantLayouts. Graphics and compute pipeline stages have not changed from
the OpenGL pipeline. Vulkan pipeline is shown in Figure 2.9. The descriptor set layout
describes the layout of shader stages inputs via the descriptor slots. The descriptor sets
are allocated from pool by the VkDescriptorSetLayout. The push constants are memory
blocks managed by the command buffer, that could be used for frequently changing data
like model matrices.
Vulkan loads the shader codes in a SPIR-V format. The SPIR-V is an intermediate
binary format for graphics shaders and compute kernels, used in the newest OpenCL, where
replaced the SPIR intermediate language. As is described in SPIR-V documentation [16],
SPIR-V is hardware and source language (GLSL/OpenCL C) independent binary format,
that needs to be compiled via Vulkan/OpenCL driver into the hardware instruction code.
2.4.4 Synchronization and Cache Control
Vulkan use the same mechanisms for the execution synchronization (VkFence, Vk-
Semaphore, VkEvent) like the Mantle API, but it has different mechanisms for data syn-
chronization. Mantle has resource state transitions for these puposes, but Vulkan uses
pipeline barriers. The pipeline barrier specifies pipeline stages execution dependency of
commands in the command buffer, a global memory operation dependencies, a resource
data synchronization barrier via a resource access type. The pipeline barriers could be used
to change the queue family ownership of buffer/image range. For the images could also
be used to change image layout, such as state transitions in Mantle. For render targets
is recommended to use the implicit render pass transition barriers instead of the explicit
command buffer image barriers.
2.4.5 Queries
Queries are an asynchronous mechanism which provides command processing information.
The Vulkan API supports occlusion, pipeline statistics and timestamp queries. Queries of
one query type are allocated from VkQueryPool. The occlusion or pipeline statistic query
could be controlled via the command buffer by the begin/end operations. The occlusion
queries returns number of fragments that passed a per-fragment test, the pipeline stats
queries return the number of elements that pass-through the pipeline stages. The timestamp
queries write a GPU timestamp into the query pool, that could be transformed to GPU
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Fixed funct on stage
Programmable stage
Buf er
Image
Constants
Figure 2.9: Vulkan graphics and compute pipeline. Vertices, indexies and input attributes
are bound separately from uniforms, buffers and images which are bound via the Descriptor
Sets. Framebuffer is set of attached images used as color/depth/stencil or input target in
render pass. The application could use Push Constants memory for shader constants or
frequently changing data [6].
process time by the number of nanoseconds between two timestamp ticks obtained from
the GPU constants.
2.4.6 Window System Interface
WSI module has the same purpose in Vulkan as in Mantle. It is a set of the KHR exten-
sions, that provides display or surface properties (color space, format), presentation modes,
and surface creation, free, presentation functions. In the Vulkan API, the application is
responsible for the swapchain process. The swapchain is a collection of presentable images
created by surface properties. The application has to acquire a free or not used presentable
image from the swapchain, and present it. The application could transform the surface
during presentation process. The KHR surface create functions are window system specific
like XCB, Xlib, Wayland, Win32, Android, . . . , and the application has to use the proper
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function by the target operating system. These create functions take a window system
specific info structure, with a window handle.
2.5 Optimization Methods
This section describes the optimization methods related with the next-generation APIs,
especially with Vulkan API. The methods decrease the render time, reduce the CPU usage,
GPU memory or resources usage, and increase the CPU and GPU utilization.
2.5.1 Command Buffer Reusing
The next-generation APIs allows to generate the command buffers at application startup,
and enqueue them multiple times during the rendering process, which saves CPU frame
time. In the Mantle API, it is sufficient to create command buffer pool (such as in Vulkan),
and reuse the previously created command buffers, instead of creating and destroying them.
In Vulkan, it is reasonable to reset command buffers allocated from the command bool in
batch, for example at the beginning of the frame. The application has to ensure that
released command buffers are not currently in use by the GPU.
2.5.2 Parallel Rendering
Rendering engines based on the Vulkan API could generate secondary command buffers
with draw, update, compute execution commands in parallel. Each rendering thread should
create its own VkCommandPool and VkDescriptorPool, to avoid exhaustive locking, as
recommended by AMD [17]. The secondary command buffers are executed from the primary
command buffer that manages also the render subpass transitions.
2.5.3 GPU Memory Management
In highly dynamic scenes, it could be preferable to bind multiple resources into a large chunk
of allocated GPU memory, because the amount of referenced memory has an overhead in
the queue submission, and a continuous memory block has better cache utilization, that
describes NVIDIA in article about the GPU memory management [13]. The application
should also reuse the allocated memory blocks instead of frequently allocating and freeing
a different one, because these operations have some CPU overhead. The application could
generate one large buffer and via different buffer views, use them for different data, as
shown in Figure 2.10.
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The Good The Bad The Worst
Figure 2.10: The recommended usage of resource binding. The application should allo-
cate a large memory region for multiple resources and should share a buffer for multiple
uniforms [13].
2.5.4 Staging Buffers
In the Vulkan API, data could be uploaded to the GPU only via a staging buffer or an
image. It is a different resource, bound to the memory allocated in the host visible heap.
The application maps this staging buffer into the main memory address space, then copies
data into staging resource, and unmaps or flushes its blocks. Then, via a copy command in
the command buffer, it copies this data into resource bounded to the device local memory.
The staging buffer could be used to download data from the GPU bounded buffer into the
host bound buffer. The staging resources usages are describe in detail by Nvidia mem-
ory management article [13]. It is efficient to allocate a large amount of device memory,
that is persistently mapped, in which the application flushes dirty regions, and where the
application binds many stating buffers or images.
2.5.5 Hierarchical Descriptor Sets
This method organizes shader inputs to the multiple descriptor sets by frequency of data
changes. For example view or projection data change rarely during a render subpass. Ma-
terial data changes more and object data is the most changing. The hierarchical descriptor
set rebinding is more effective then approach with a single large descriptor set, because
the application does not need to fill all slots with the same view, and it does not need to
update the descriptor set binding for each object. This approach also brings a benefit when
the application uses more pipelines with the same subset of the shader inputs, then the
application does not needed to rebind the descriptor sets when the pipeline with similar
layout is bound into the command buffer.
2.5.6 Push Constants
Push constants is a special buffer managed by the command buffer instance. This buffer
should be used for small amount of frequently changing data, like model matrices, as one of
recommended usage by NVIDIA [13]. With this method, the application avoids allocating
many small buffers and descriptor sets for just matrices, and it also avoids descriptor set
rebinding between rendering different objects.
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Chapter 3
DTEngine and Benchmarking
Application Design
This chapter describes the design of the rendering toolkit called DTEngine and a bench-
marking application. It aims to the inner toolkit structure, dependencies of modules and
components, and the toolkit control flow. The second part of the chapter aims to the toolkit
integration into the benchmarking application, their custom components and structure.
3.1 Toolkit Overview
The DTEngine is graphic a rendering toolkit, that is designed to benchmark methods and
approaches in the next-gen API Vulkan. The DTEngine purpose is to implement common
used structures such as renderer, scene graph, resource management, etc, and toolkit layer
to monitoring the API usages. The toolkit consists of a renderer, core module and engine.
The engine module is a package of common used structures, pattern classes and components
like the log system or namespaces helper.
3.2 Core Module
The purposes of the core module are handling events, managing application/toolkit life
cycle, operating over the scene graph, and managing resources. It has dependencies with
the rendering module, and uses entities from engine module.
The render toolkit frame loop consists of three major steps. An event phase, update
phase and render phase. In the event phase, the render toolkit kernel process user events by
registered event handlers. Then the rendering loop moves to scenes update phase. This step
updates all active scene object components in all active scenes. The toolkit scene consists
of objects that build up a scene graph. Each object has a child and components such as
mesh renderer, transform, camera, components related to rendering like mesh, material,
texture. The update traversal is single threaded, so that components do not need guarded
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access by other components (scripts). After the update phase, the core module delegate
work to the rendering module. This frame loop process is shown in Figure 3.1.
Entities like meshes, materials or textures are divided to the core part and the render
implementation. The core part stores user data (like material attributes, or mesh info).
Event pass
Event 
listener
Event 
listener...
handleEvent()
CompositorUpdate pass
Scene Scene
Scene
object
Scene
object
Transform
component
Scene obj
component
...
...
...
update(Δtime)
Render
component
Figure 3.1: Application frame loop. It handle events at the beginning, then update active
scene object components in active scenes.
3.3 Rendering System
The render module, that process scene into rendered frame, handles GPU data management,
synchronization, and covers API implementation, which could be replaced by a different
one, like in my case when I replaced Mantle API with Vulkan.
3.3.1 Compositor
The rendering module creates a compositor that manages the draw process. The compositor
creates a render pass with subpasses and a render worker. This worker creates several render
threads, where each one initializes command and descriptor pools to avoid expensive locking
during rendering process. It also creates an instance of staging buffer pool, which is going
to be described in detail later. Before the drawing process, the compositor executes the
scene traversal process to build the rendering tree.
The compositor at the beginning waits until the previous frame is rendered, and then
presents it. Each render component from present scene that will pass render conditions
and going to be rendered is added to the render list. In the second step, this list is sorted
by render hash. This hash has to meet a condition of norm where larger distance means
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more difficult context or data switch. For example, renderers with the same pipeline but
different mesh have smaller distance then with the different materials but same mesh. It
is similar with shared materials, which is closer then a different one. This approach is
preliminary for batching. Then by hash difference and crowdedness two level deep render
tree is created. Each render node contains a reference to similar render contexts. The
render tree generation process is shown in Figure 3.2.
Compositor
sort(hash)
Cull pass
Render
component
Scene
Draw pass
Scene
object
Render
context
Render
list
materialType material mesh
hash = 
Render
list
Render
tree
Tree
child
Tree
child
Render
context
Render
context
...
...
cluster(hash)
Figure 3.2: Render tree process generation. Render worker processes all active render
components in the scene and creates a list, then sorts the items and clusters into the render
tree.
3.3.2 Rendering
Render process starts in compositor which resets the render worker and its threads. Then,
for each render pass, it executes a worker that joins the render threads that work in par-
allel with the render tree. Each thread fetches a render node, processes them and fetches
another. Render node process is shown in figure 3.3. This render node draw phase consists
of four steps. At the beginning threads prepare the phase. There they allocate internal
draw structure and secondary draw and update command buffers. In the next steps, each
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renderer from render node performs data upload to GPU, sets the pipeline, binds images,
buffers, samplers and records the draw call into draw command buffer. The data binding
via descriptor set is hierarchical, by frequency of rebind. For example, viewport and scene
buffers are bound once for each secondary draw command buffer. Pipeline configuration
is rebound by different material type. Then, material or mesh data are rebound by mate-
rial/mesh instance, so many mesh renderers could share the same instance of material or
mesh and then could save performance. At last, scene object data is bound. The descriptor
set updates are executed in batch by the worker thread cycle.
Render
Worker
Render
Thread
Render
Thread
Render
tree
Tree
child...
ﬁnish()prepare()
GPU Render
component
Draw pass
prepare() ﬁnish()
buﬀerData() bind() draw()
GPU
Mesh
GPU 
Material
 GPU
Scene obj
Figure 3.3: Draw traversal. The tree nodes are consumed by the render threads, which
execute the render component draw phase phase actions. The render component copies
maintained data into GPU, binds the descriptor sets and executes draw command.
Data are uploaded to GPU via staging memory pools. This pool preallocates a set of
buffers called pages, and allocates a new one if does not have enough free space. These pages
are constantly mapped into the CPU accessible memory and flushed before the primary
copy command enqueuing. Then the render components copy data into the mapped page.
Into render worker copy command buffer inserts copy commands that transfers data from
staging buffer into component private memory, which is allocated on CPU inaccessible GPU
memory heap. These secondary copy command buffers are executed by primary command
buffer before any draw commands in each render pass. The draw and update command
buffer dependencies is shown in Figure 3.4. For object data like model and normal matrix,
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push constants are used, therefore the renderer does not allocate GPU data buffer and
descriptor set for each object.
Draw pass
Primary
update cmdBuﬀ
Primary
draw cmdBuﬀ
Render
Thread
Render
tree
Tree
child
Tree
child
...
Secondary
update cmdBuﬀ
Secondary
draw cmdBuﬀ
Command buﬀer
pool
Descriptor set
pool
Staging buﬀer
pool reset()
reset()
Figure 3.4: Command buffers and command, descriptor and staging pools ownership and
dependency graph. The render worker thread has separated pools, that are in use by pro-
cessed tree child. The render worker allocates secondary copying and rendering command
buffers for each processed tree child.
3.3.3 GPU Data Management
Component private buffers or images could be bound to inherent memory blocks or to
memory pages from the global memory pool. The memory manager creates a pool for each
memory type, where it pre-allocates some pages for each one by estimated usage. Then,
for each request, memory pool iterates over allocated pages and finds one where it could
suballocate the required amount of memory for buffer or image. The toolkit keeps data
for resources in separate buffers, so that it do not mix them together. It removes needed
alignment between linear buffers/images and optimal tilled images that could not be bound
to same memory page. The render part of entities like meshes, materials or textures cares
about GPU buffer management and data upload, when data are dirty. Upload process with
staging buffers is described in Figure 3.5.
Material type is defined by fixed pipeline stages configuration, shader programs, and
pipeline layout. The layout is composed from descriptor set layouts of the material, view-
port, and mesh. The pipeline setting is shared between material instances of the material
type.
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Figure 3.5: Usage of the memory pool and staging buffer in the GPUScene object.
3.4 Benchmarking Application
The benchmarking application is built on top of DTEngine. It uses core scene object
components, which it extends by objects that handle inputs and move by camera or objects,
which changes object mesh or properties, or generate new scene objects. The custom
components are used in a Main scene, which inits static scene objects, such as land, road,
rocks, etc, and dynamic objects like as cars, growing trees, and clouds. The Main scene
uses manages for the dynamic objects.
The car manager spawns new cars in random line on the road. It plans destination
point for a Car scene object component, which interpolates position of the car between
spawn point and destination, and removes the car when it reaches the destination. Cloud
manager spawn clouds and generates direction motion vector clipped by cloud area, which
is used by Cloud scene component that moves cloud according the motion vector. The
environment manager spawns static objects like rocks or bushes, and trees. For each new
tree it generates position by two random coordinates and the third one fetches from a height
map. The Environment manager generates also random tree grow time, after it changes the
tree mesh or removes the tree. The scene generates objects up to specified object count,
and then keeps object count on similar level during scene lifetime. This scene uses two
different material types for dynamic objects, based on the Lambertian reflectance and flat
shading, that makes the low poly model appearance which I decided to use. A second test
scene is static scene with 5000 objects with same mesh and material.
The Benchmarking application also writes frame stats to csv files after frame process
ends. It uses the DTEngine stats manager that measures update time, cpu draw time and
GPU draw time, and frame time. The manager also records counts of draw calls, update
calls, queue submissions, descriptor set updates, pipeline binds and memory maps. It tracks
stats of used gpu memory, count of allocated descriptors, buffers and images as well.
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Chapter 4
Mantle Prototype
This chapter aims to a GREngine prototype design changes and the implementation, which
I worked on when the Vulkan API was not released.
I decided to implement a render toolkit prototype with the Mantle API, due to close
relations with upcoming Vulkan API. Mantle and Vulkan have similar object structure, and
they share many patterns, but on the other hand, the Mantle API has no indie developers
support from AMD, there exist small amount of examples or tutorials, and utilities, also
SDK or support software is missing.
4.1 GREngine
The GREngine as predecessor of the DTEngine shares implementation of core objects like
scene graph, event system, application lifecycle, and others. The prototype implements
some Mantle related structures in the core entities that makes it less portable. GREngine
has used to check, that render toolkit design fits to the next-generation API structure, and
that the optimization methods brings some gain. The GREngine is not modular, because
does not contain separated module for rendering. Another difference between the DTEngine
and GREngine is scene lifecycle implementation in a separated thread.
4.1.1 Mantle Related Design
The renderer also implemented a custom command buffer and descriptor set pools by two
sets of command buffers, where the first one is used for free command buffers and the
second one for buffers, that have been submitted into the work queue. The toolkit pulled
a command buffer from the free set or has created a new one, when a command buffer was
needed. The command buffer was pushed into the queued set after queue submission. When
toolkit runs synchronous command, for example resource state changes for map operation,
then a flush function is called. The function moves the submitted commands into the free
commands set.
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The Mantle API has not the secondary command buffers, and also allows data upload
into GPU buffer via command in the command buffer. The GREngine render worker
fetches a command buffer from pool which executes GPU memory update commands and
draw commands together. The command buffers is submitted into work queue immediately,
after the render worker process one render tree node.
The Mantle API does not allocate the descriptor set according to the descriptor set
layout, it is just a list of binding slots. The descriptor set could be used with many view
groups via slots offset. The GREngine allocates one large descriptor set for each processed
render tree node. The render instances update the descriptor set in batch, so the update
function is called only once per tree node. The descriptor set is bound just once per the
draw command buffer instance, and the render instances just changing the descriptor set
binding offset that bounds object data views into the shaders inputs.
GREngine toolkit uses different design of the render tree sort then the DTEngine. The
render context is not inserted into linear list, but the render tree iterates over free set of the
render nodes and checks, which one is a most suitable (or creates a new one), and inserts
the render context directly into the selected render node. This approach is more efficient
then the sort method used in the DTEngine, but may not work in all cases, because it
depends on the order of incoming render contexts.
4.1.2 Implementation
GREngine is implemented in the C++11, and has used Magma (Mantle API functions
loader), SDL, Assimp, FreeImage and DirectXMath libraries. The render engine has limi-
tated GPU support 1, which is subset of AMD GPUs, moreover Mantle API was released
only for Microsoft Windows, but in 32 and 64bit versions.
The GREngine requires to compile shaders from HLSL into binary form of the AMD IL.
It could be achieved by a script compiler, that runs the AMD CodeXL (version 1.6) to
compile the HLSL shaders into the AMD ISA. The CodeXL output is parsed via script
that extracts commented binary IL part, then the script changes endianness and saves it
into a file that is loaded by Mantle API. The idea of this procedure describes article from
Alexander Overvoorde [18].
The render toolkit has been able to draw just more then thousand objects, because has
been limited by queue submission bottleneck. The toolkit should batch command buffer
queue submission operations, because these operations are time expensive. The batching
has not been realized due to the driver crashes or the debug layer errors, with missing a
memory reference, that was definitely present in the memory reference list.
1http://support.amd.com/en-us/search/faq/194
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4.2 Demo Application
On top of the GREngine is implemented a demo application that creates an scene with
hundreds of objects in the grid that rotate around or change color or texture. The scene
is shown in Figure 4.1. The application loads two meshes and textures, and it creates
scene objects as combination of the meshes. it assigns one of two custom scene object
components for rotation or material changes for each scene object. I chose this scenario,
because requires many draw calls and data update calls, whose mostly depends on the API
usage effectiveness, because the scene uses simple shaders and models.
Figure 4.1: Close look to prototype demo application objects. Has used standard Stanford
bunny and Suzanne head models with noisy textures.
The prototype demo application has been used as benchmark of proposed optimization
methods. The application measures, how many objects could the GREngine draw in to
30ms. An Figures 4.2a, 4.2b show the performance differences between unoptimized and
optimized version of GREngine. The both implementations cloud draw just hundreds of
objects due to issue described in Section 4.1.2, but optimized version was almost two times
faster and drawn almost 1300 objects.
(a) Benchmark application based on unopti-
mized version of the GREngine. The application
has drawn around 700 objects.
(b) Benchmark application based on optimized
version of the GREngine. The application has
drawn around 1300 objects.
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Chapter 5
DTEngine Implementation and
Results
This chapter aims to an implementation of the DTEngine architecture, described in Chap-
ter 3, tests cases and measured results of the implementation.
5.1 Used Technologies
The DTEngine is based on the GREngine, so it is written in C++11, and uses Lunar-
G Vulkan SDK, Vulkan Cpp header wrapper, SDL, GLM, Assimp and FreeImage libraries.
I used two Python scripts, the first one to run the benchmark application with different
configurations and the second one for generated results post-processing. The render toolkit
also uses the Khronos reference GLSL compiler for offline compilation of the GLSL shaders
into the SPIR-V binary format. The DTEngine modules are compiled to static libraries, and
required modules are linked to the target application. The reference implementation uses
only Win32 WSI interface, that limits project working platform only for Windows, however
all used libraries are crossplatform, so project should work on Linux or Android as well.
The DTEngine supports just single GPU rendering, which could be selected via program
argument. The render system capabilities could be enabled by engine or application startup
flags in a program arguments. The SPIR-V shaders, models, and textures are loaded from
a data working directory.
5.2 Test Cases and Results
The test cases aimed to overall toolkit performance, and gain of the methods. The test cases
did not compare the Vulkan with the OpenGL, because it was measured by the NVIDIA [19]
and the Imagination Technologies [20]. The NVIDIA benchmarks show, that the OpenGL
could compete the Vulkan if the application uses nonstandard OpenGL extensions. The
CPU bottlenecks also depend on the rendering system implementation.
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I decided to use a dynamic test scene, because with the static scene, the render toolkit
could pre-generate command buffers at the startup, or could merge whole scene into one
object. I decided to not use these approaches, because they could not work in all cases. The
render toolkit also do not draw objects via instanced rendering, but it would be appropriate
to measure the performance gain of this method. The goal of the test cases was to measure
the number of drawcalls, because it is the biggest issue, API throughput, of the prior-
generation APIs, that are solved by the next-generation APIs. The test scene uses simple
materials and textures, because the test cases should benchmark the API performance, and
the complex shaders could skew the results. The test scene is shown in Figure 5.1.
The test cases ran in three configurations, differing at object count level. Each test
case rendered scene during 60s in resolution 1366x768. I ran the benchmark on laptop with
Intel Core i7-5500U 2,4GHz, AMD Radeon R5 M240 and WIndows 10 and desktop PC with
Intel Core i5-4570 3,2GHz, NVIDIA GTX 760 and Windows 7. I found a problem with
the NVIDIA Vulkan driver which sometimes crashed, because it disconnected GPU and
the debug layers reported a problems with missed function vkCmdBegin call, in the parallel
command buffer generating. However it crashed in three of five cases and with AMD drivers,
the toolkit works well, so I chose notebook device as a primary benchmarking device.
Figure 5.1: The Benchmark application scene.
5.2.1 Data Locality
This test case compares rendering based on data locality. The baseline case, stores the data
in the host memory. The optimized case in the device memory. This method is described
in detail by Section 2.5.4. The results of tests that ran on the notebook configuration are
presented in Figure 5.2. This is the most important approach and fundamental optimization
method in the next-generation APIs. The results show big improvement with small number
of objects, but it fails if the application allocates many of them. In this test case, the
application has created many small buffers for each scene object, and it allocated a new
memory region for each one separately, therefore the rendering was slowed down by frequent
memory allocations. The mobile GPU like R5 M240, has 200MB of video memory in the
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host memory, but marked as the device local, then the driver has moved some memory
regions from the device local memory into the host memory, and the overall rendering
became slower, due to data transfers.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of rendering base on the data in the host memory (odd columns),
and in the device local memory (even columns). The graph show standard deviation of the
mean frame time, and minimal and maximal values.
5.2.2 Memory Groups and Pools
This method solves the problem of many small memory regions described in Section 5.2.1.
It uses a method described in Section 2.5.3. Figure 5.3 shows more consistent rendering
performance in case of bundled buffers, but this method is not optimal, because it has to
anyway allocate many buffers and related descriptor sets for each scene object, and requires
many descriptor set rebinding calls. The tests was performed at the notebook configuration.
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Figure 5.3: Odd rows show rendering time with buffers, that has inherent memory block.
An even rows shows usage, where buffers shares large memory regions. The graph show
standard deviation of the mean frame time, and minimal and maximal values.
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5.2.3 Push Constants
The issue of many small buffers that frequently change the content could be solved by push
constants, which are described in Section 2.5.6. This method has no significant performance
gain in comparison with small buffers that share the same memory region, the comparison
is shown in Figure 5.4. However, if the application uses the push constants, then it does not
need to allocate the small buffers with related descriptor sets, and rebind these descriptor
sets for each rendered scene object. In this test case, the application allocated just small
amount of GPU memory, for the meshes and textures, a viewport, and for each material
instance, that was shared across many scene objects.
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Figure 5.4: Differences between the approach with the many small buffers (odd columns),
and with the push constants (even columns).
5.2.4 Minimal Rebinding
The optimization method based on sorting of draw commands, for the purpose to achieve
a minimal number of pipeline or descriptor set changes. For this test case, the benchmark
application uses more different materials with different shaders and inputs. Figure 5.5
shows result of tests performed at the notebook configuration. The optimization method
has a positive impact of 2–3ms in GPU render time because GPU does not have to change
the shader program, and could it stores the shader instructions in the cache. The method
has a negative impact on CPU draw command processing, because the application has to
sort the draw commands.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of rendering with random draw commands order (odd columns),
and sorted draw commands (even columns), that minimize pipeline configuration and de-
scriptor set changes.
5.2.5 Multithreading
The multithreaded rendering approach generates secondary draw command buffers in par-
allel, how is described by Section 2.5.2. As the next optimization I would like to implement
parallel scene traversal that generates also the render tree in parallel. As is shown in Fig-
ure 5.6, the parallel rendering is more effective, and it does not utilize just one CPU core.
It is important for smartphones, because CPU cores could work on lower frequencies, which
decreased power consumption.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of render times and CPU cores usage when copy and render com-
mands generating process ran in the single thread and in the multiple threads.
5.2.6 Overall Performance
This last section of tests and results shows overall frame time with enabled all the opti-
mization methods together. The results presented in Figure 5.7 show render times with
laptop configuration and with desktop. The test results prove that application which uses
the Vulkan API could draw thousands of objects in real time, with low and balanced CPU
usage. The rendering toolkit spent in the test case with 8000 drawn objects, around 2ms
for update phase. On the notebook configuration the draw phase took 15ms, and the GPU
rendering took 13ms but the desktop draw phase took 9ms and the GPU process time
spent 3ms. The difference between draw phases caused waiting for GPU processing that
lasted longer on notebook configuration. The draw phase will be faster if the render toolkit
generates and sorts the render tree in parallel because it took around 40% of draw phase
time. Completely parallel draw phase will also balance CPU cores usage. The rendering
toolkit does not use compressed textures that usage could speedup the rendering process.
Instanced rendering could also introduce a speedup.
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Figure 5.7: The overall render toolkit performance with enabled all implemented optimiza-
tion methods.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
This master’s thesis demonstrated the features of the Mantle and Vulkan APIs, and aimed
to the optimization methods related with these next-generation APIs. The methods were
based on batching, parallel rendering, persistently mapped staging buffers, effective descrip-
tors binding, and proper GPU memory management with memory pool allocations. These
methods focused on the removal of the CPU bottlenecks, which is the next-generation APIs
goal. The master’s thesis was divided into two parts, the render toolkit prototype based on
the Mantle API and the final implementation with the Vulkan API. The render toolkit was
designed as modular library, divided into core and renderer modules. On top of the render
toolkit libraries the benchmarking application was built.
The render toolkit measured API objects usage and spent time of the frame stages,
with the different optimization methods. The tests ran on the dynamic scene with many
objects. The results of the benchmark application shown, that the render toolkit was able
to draw the benchmark scene in 30ms with 5000 individual objects, on the laptop dedicated
GPU and 20000 objects on desktop GPU. The implemented optimization methods had huge
impact on the frame time that was 2 times slower then without them.
The rendering toolkit could implement and measure instanced rendering, another
method based on the grouped objects data into the one large buffer, used via buffer view
offsets. It could be useful to measure also the GPU occupancy. The future development of
the rendering toolkit should focus on the Vulkan related optimization with mixed rendering
and computing pipeline.
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Appendix A
Manual
A.1 Build and Run Instructions
A.1.1 GREngine
The application build process requires to download all the referenced libraries and software,
see 4. It is recommended to build the project in Visual Studio 2015. The created Visual
Studio project requires to set an environmental property LIBS_DIR to folder with the
required libraries. The demo application requires resources (textures, meshes, shaders) in
the Data directory placed in working directory. Resources copy procedure is performed
automatically by build event from the Visual Studio project. It internally copy files from
GREngine/shaders and MantleGnomes/(textures|meshes) into the build target directory.
The application does not require input arguments.
Shader Compilation Process
The shader compilation script requires to install the CodeXL version 1.5 or 1.6 installed
at default location. The compilation script compile.bat has to be run in the HLSL shaders
directory, with parameters:
$ compi le . bat pathToShaderWithoutFileExtension shaderEntryPointFunction
( vs | ps )
Example :
$ compi le . bat . / s imple /vs VShader vs
The compilation log will be printed to the stdout and the result of the compilation will
be saved into the shader directory with .bin extension.
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A.1.2 DTEngine
The toolkit and application build phase requires to download referenced libraries and SDKs
described in Chapter 5. The created Visual Studio 2015 project need a reference to the
required libraries folder in environmental property LIBS_DIR. The benchmarking applica-
tion requires a textures, meshes, shaders in Data directory placed in working directory. The
resources are copied after successful build by Visual Studio build event. The shaders must to
be compiled into SPIR-V format via enclosed compile.bat script placed in DTEngine/Data
directory.
Benchmarking Application Input Arguments
The benchmarking application accepts 5 optional input arguments:
$ Benchmark . exe <RenderSett ingsFlags> <Appl i cat ionFlags>
<ObjectCount> <ThreadCount> <GPU>
RenderSett ingsFlags :
none = 0 ,
s t a g i n gBu f f e r s = 1 ,
memoryPools = 2 ,
t r e eSo r t = 4 ,
pushConstants = 8
App l i ca t i onF lags :
none = 0 ,
mater ia lReuse = 1
Example :
$ Benchmark . exe 15 1 2000 5 1
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Appendix B
Mantle API Class Diagram
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